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Recent work in NLP shows that LSTM lan-
guage models capture hierarchical structure in
language data. In contrast to existing work, we
consider the learning process that leads to their
compositional behavior. For a closer look at
how an LSTM’s sequential representations are
composed hierarchically, we present a related
measure of Decompositional Interdependence
(DI) between word meanings in an LSTM,
based on their gate interactions. We connect
this measure to syntax with experiments on
English language data, where DI is higher on
pairs of words with lower syntactic distance.
To explore the inductive biases that cause these
compositional representations to arise during
training, we conduct simple experiments on
synthetic data. These synthetic experiments
support a specific hypothesis about how hi-
erarchical structures are discovered over the
course of training: that LSTM constituent rep-
resentations are learned bottom-up, relying on
effective representations of their shorter chil-
dren, rather than learning the longer-range re-
lations independently from children.
1 Introduction
For years the LSTM dominated language architec-
tures. It remains a popular architecture in NLP,
and unlike Transformer-based models, it can be
trained on small corpora (Tran et al., 2018).1 Ab-
nar et al. (2020) even found that the recurrent in-
ductive biases behind the LSTM’s success are so
essential that distilling from them can improve the
performance of fully attentional models. However,
the reasons behind the LSTM’s effectiveness in
language domains remain poorly understood.
1As evidence of the ongoing popularity of LSTMs in NLP,
a Google Scholar search restricted to aclweb.org since
2019 finds 191 citations to the original LSTM paper (Hochre-
iter and Schmidhuber, 1997) and 242 citations to the original
Transformer paper (Vaswani et al., 2017).
A Transformer can encode syntax using at-
tention (Hewitt and Manning, 2019), and some
LSTM variants explicitly encode syntax (Bowman
et al., 2016; Dyer et al., 2016). So, the success
of these models is partly explained by their abil-
ity to model syntactic relationships when predict-
ing a word. By contrast, an LSTM simply scans
a sentence from left to right, accumulating mean-
ing into a hidden representation one word at a
time, and using that representation to summarize
the entire preceding sequence when predicting the
next word. Yet we have extensive evidence that
trained LSTMs are also sensitive to syntax. For
example, they can recall more history in natural
language data than in similarly Zipfian-distributed
n-gram data, implying that they exploit linguis-
tic structure in long-distance dependencies (Liu
et al., 2018). Their internal representations appear
to encode constituency (Blevins et al., 2018; Hup-
kes and Zuidema, 2018) and syntactic agreement
(Lakretz et al., 2019; Gulordava et al., 2018). In
this paper, we consider how such representations
are learned, and what kind of inductive bias sup-
ports them.
To understand how LSTMs exploit syntax, we
use contextual decomposition (CD; Section 2.1),
a method that computes how much the hidden rep-
resentation of an LSTM depends on particular past
span of words. We then extend CD to Decom-
positional Interdependence (DI; Section 2.2), a
measure of interaction between spans of words to
produce the representation at a particular timestep.
For example, in the sentence “Socrates asked
the student trick questions”, we might expect the
hidden representation of the LSTM at the word
“questions” to interact primarily with its syntac-
tic head “asked”, and less with the direct object
“the student”. If so, then an LSTM could be seen
as implementing compositional localism (Hupkes
et al., 2020): if a hidden representation encodes
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meaning, then this meaning is composed from lo-
cal syntactic relationships. Our experiments on
syntactically-parsed corpora (Section 3) illustrate
this property — interdependence decreases with
syntactic distance, stratified by surface distance.
We then turn to a hypothesis about how such
representations are learned. Using a simple syn-
thetic corpus (Section 4.2), we allow LSTMs to
learn to represent short sequences before they
learn longer sequences that are dependent on
them. Our goal is to then illustrate how they
use representations of short sequences in order
to learn longer dependencies—if these smaller
constituents are unfamiliar, LSTMs learn more
slowly. Further experiments (Section 4.3.1) isolate
hierarchical behavior from other factors causing
local relations to be learned first, indicating that
the model tends to build a subtree from its smaller
constituents. We conclude that LSTMs compose
hierachically because they learn bottom-up.
2 Methods
Our DI measure is a natural extension of Contex-
tual Decomposition (CD; Murdoch et al., 2018), a
tool for analyzing the representations produced by
LSTMs. To conform with Murdoch et al. (2018),
our English language experiments use a one layer
(400-dim) LSTM, with inputs taken from an em-
bedding layer and outputs processed by a softmax
layer.
2.1 Contextual Decomposition
We now will provide a blackbox explanation of
CD, the groundwork for our DI. Let us say that we
need to determine when our language model has
learned that “either” implies an appearance of “or”
later in the sequence—a convenient test used since
at least Chomsky (1956). We consider an example
sentence, “Either Socrates is mortal or not”. Be-
cause many nonlinear functions are applied in the
intervening span “Socrates is mortal”, it is difficult
to directly measure the influence of “either” on the
later occurrence of “or”. To dissect the sequence
and understand the impact of individual elements
in the sequence, we could employ CD.
CD is a method of looking at the individual in-
fluences that words and phrases in a sequence have
on the output of a recurrent model. Illustrated
in Figure 1, CD decomposes the activation vector
produced by an LSTM layer into a sum of relevant
and irrelevant parts. The relevant part is the ex-
Figure 1: CD uses linear approximations of gate op-
erations to linearize the sequential application of the
LSTM module. CD produces the vector htβ isolating
the contribution of “Either” to the vector ht predicting
“or”, as well as producing the irrelevant contribution
ht
β̄;βÓβ̄
. The irrelevant contribution considers both β̄
and its interactions with β. In our figures, red will rep-
resent matched tokens and green the intervening span
of tokens through which information must pass to pre-
dict the match.
clusive contribution of the set of words in focus,
i.e., a set of words whose impact we want to mea-
sure. We denote this set of words as β. The irrele-
vant part includes the contribution of all words not
in that set (denoted β̄) as well as interactions be-
tween the relevant and irrelevant words (denoted
βÓβ̄). For an output hidden state vector ht, CD
will decompose it into two vectors: the relevant




h ≈ htβ + htβ̄;βÓβ̄ (1)
This decomposition of the hidden state is based
on individual Shapley decompositions of the gat-
ing mechanisms themselves, as detailed in Ap-
pendix A.
Because the individual contributions of the
items in a sequence interact in nonlinear ways, this
decomposition is only an approximation and can-
not exactly compute the impact of a specific word
or words on the label predicted. CD linearizes
hidden states with low approximation error, but
the presence of slight nonlinearities in the inter-
actions between components forms the basis for
our measure of Decompositional Interdependence
later on.2







−5 at the logits. However, this mea-
surement misses another source of approximation error: the
allocation of credit between β and the interactions βÓβ̄.
Changing the sequence out of focus β̄ might influence vtβ , for
example, even though the contribution of the words in focus
should be mostly confined to the irrelevant vector component.
This approximation error is crucial because the component
attributed to βÓβ̄ is central to our measure of DI.
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We can use softmax to convert the relevant log-
its (the hidden units after a linear transformation)
vtβ into a probability distribution as P (Y | xβ) =
softmax(vtβ). This allows us to analyze the effect
of input xβ on the probability of a later element
while controlling for the influence of the rest of
the sequence.
2.2 Decompositional Interdependence
Next, we extend CD to focus on nonlinear inter-
actions. We frame compositionality in terms of
whether the meanings of a pair of words or word
subsets can be treated independently. For exam-
ple, a “slice of cake” can be broken into the indi-
vidual meanings of “slice”, “of”, and “cake”, but
an idiomatic expression such as “piece of cake”,
meaning a simple task, cannot be broken into the
individual meanings of “piece”, “of”, and “cake”.
The words in the idiom likely have higher Decom-
positional Interdependence, or reliance on their
interactions to build meaning. Another influence
on DI should be syntactic relation; if you “happily
eat a slice of cake”, the meaning of “cake” does
not depend on “happily”, which modifies “eat”
and is far on the syntactic tree from “cake”, but the
meaning of “cake” should be more dependent on
“slice”, which gives context for its part of speech
and suggests that it is concrete.3 We will use
the nonlinear interactions in contextual decompo-
sition to analyze the DI between words alternately
considered in focus.
Generally, CD considers all nonlinear interac-
tions between the relevant and irrelevant sets of
words to fall under βÓβ̄, the irrelevant contri-
bution, although other allocations of interactions
have been proposed (Jumelet et al., 2019). DI uses
these nonlinearities to discover how strongly a pair
of spans are associated. A fully flat structure for
building meaning could lead to a contextual repre-
sentation that requires memorization of each word,
breaking the simplifying assumption at the heart of
CD that each word has an independent meaning to
be incorporated into the sentence.
Given two interacting sets of words to poten-
tially designate as the β in focus, A,B such that
A ∩ B = ∅, we use a measure of DI to quantify
3In our natural language experiments, we focus on de-
pendency relations, but the inductive bias we observe is to-
wards broadly hierarchical patterns in which longer relations
depend on local constituents. DI analysis of other sources
of this latent hierarchical structure, such as idiom, are left to
future work.






Figure 2: A dependency parsed sentence.
Figure 3: Average DI between word pairs xl, xr at dif-
ferent sequential distances r − l.
the degree to which A ∪ B be broken into their
individual meanings. With htA and h
t
B denoting
the relevant contributions at the hidden layers of
A and B according to CD, and htA∪B as the rele-
vant contribution ofA∪B, we compute the magni-
tude of nonlinear interactions, rescaled to control
for the magnitude of the representation:
DIt(A,B) =
‖htA∪B − (htA + htB)‖2
‖htA∪B‖2
(2)
This quantity is related to probabilistic indepen-
dence. We would say that random variables X
and Y are independent if their joint probability
P (X,Y ) = P (X)P (Y ). Likewise, the meanings
of A and B can be called independent if htA∪B =
htA + h
t
B . A parallel can also be drawn to Infor-
mation Quality Ratio (Jetka et al., 2019), a nor-
malized form of mutual information which quanti-
fies information exchanged between two variables
against total uncertainty, if we view a decomposed






Note that CD is applied to the representation at
a particular timestep, and therefore DI is implic-
itly an operation that takes three parameters (ex-
cluding the sentence): A,B and the timestamp
at which to access their representations. How-
ever, in order to minimize information degra-
dation over time, we access ht at the lowest
timestep accommodating all spans in focus, t =
max(idx(A), idx(B)).
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Figure 4: Mean DI (y-axis) between word pairs at varying syntactic distances (x-axis), stratified by whether the
POS tags are closed or open class (line color) and by sequential distance (plot title). The y-axis ranges differ, but
the scale is the same for all plots. Each mean is plotted only if there are at least 100 cases to average.
Concurrently with this work, Chen et al. (2020)
also developed a method of studying the inter-
action between words using Shapley-based tech-
niques like CD. However, their method was based
on an assumption of underlying hierarchical struc-
ture and therefore unsuitable for the experiments
we are about to conduct. Their results nonetheless
validate the relationship between feature interac-
tion and syntactic structure.
3 English Language Experiments
We now apply our measure of DI to a natu-
ral language setting to see how LSTMs employ
bottom-up construction. In natural language, dis-
entangling the meaning of individual words re-
quires contextual information which is hierarchi-
cally composed. For example, in the sentence,
“Socrates asked the student trick questions”, “trick
questions” has a clear definition and strong con-
notations that are less evident in each word indi-
vidually. However, knowing that “trick” and “stu-
dent” co-occur is not sufficient to clarify the mean-
ing and connotations of either word or compose a
shared meaning.
Here, we consider whether the LSTM ob-
serves headedness, by composing meaning be-
tween a headword and its immediate modifiers—
behavior which a Recurrent Neural Network
Grammar (RNNG; Dyer et al., 2016) also
learns (Kuncoro et al., 2017). If a standard LSTM
learns similar behavior in line with syntax, it is im-
plicitly a syntactic language model.
These experiments use language models trained
on wikitext-2 (Merity et al., 2016), run on the Uni-
versal Dependencies corpus English-EWT (Sil-
veira et al., 2014).
3.1 DI and Syntax
To assess the connection between DI and syntax,
we consider the DI of word pairs with different
syntactic distances. For example, in Figure 2,
“trick” is one edge away from “questions”, two
from “asked”, and four from “the”. In Figure 3,
we see that in general, the closer two words occur
in sequence, the more they influence each other,
leading to correspondingly high DI. Therefore we
stratify by the sequential distance of words when
we investigate syntactic distance.
As synthetic data experiments will show (Sec-
tion 4), phrase frequency and predictability play a
critical role in determining DI (although we found
raw word frequency shows no clear correlation
with DI in English). In Figure 4, we control for
these properties through stratifying by open and
closed POS tag class. Open class POS tags fre-
quently accept new words (e.g., nouns and adjec-
tives), whereas closed class tags are mostly con-
sistent historically (e.g., determiners and preposi-
tions). These classes vary in their predictability in
context; for example, determiners are almost al-
ways soon followed by a noun, but adjectives ap-
pear in many constructions like “Socrates is mor-
tal” where they are not. Irrespective of both se-
quential distance and POS class, we see broadly
decreasing trends in DI as the syntactic distance
between words increases, consistent with the pre-
diction that syntactic proximity drives DI. This
pattern is clearer as words become further apart in
the sequence, likely due to the absence of localized
non-syntactic influences such as priming effects.
This behavior shows a tendency towards hierar-
chical construction aligned with syntax, wherein






Either Socrates is mortalEither Socrates is mortal
Figure 5: Top: A familiar span (indicated by a triangle
illustrating it as a recognizable constituent) is used as a
scaffold in its new context, allowing the model to con-
struct a closely interdependent representation for pre-
dicting the next word. Bottom: An unfamiliar span
cannot be used as a scaffold, so the model is forced
to learn the either/or relation independently.
with its child constituents and further associations
are less dependent on each other. Similar behav-
ior is the goal of RNNGs and other models which
use stack LSTMs (Dyer et al., 2015), which ensure
the words in a constituent will be highly interde-
pendent in their shared representation because the
constituent will be based on a dictionary lookup
for its subtree structure. In an RNNG, this behav-
ior is a result of bottom-up learning during train-
ing, when the composition operation combines ex-
isting tag subtrees into a new lookup key. Our
next experiments will illustrate how LSTMs al-
ready learn bottom-up implicitly, because they are
biased towards the top behavior in Figure 5 when
a scaffolding environment is available.
4 Synthetic Experiments
Our next experiments use synthetic data to show
how training is bottom-up. LSTM training sees
long-range connections discovered after short-
range connections; in particular, document-level
content topic information is encoded much later
in training than local information like part of
speech (Saphra and Lopez, 2019).
These experiments explain such learning phases
by showing that the training process is inherently
compositional due to bottom-up learning.4 That
is, not only are the shorter sequences learned first,
but they form the basis for longer relations learned
over them. For example, the model might learn to
4Other phenomena contribute but are outside our current
focus. First, long-range connections are less consistent (par-
ticularly in a right-branching language like English), and will
thus take longer to learn (Appendix B. For example, the pat-
tern of a determiner followed by a noun will appear very fre-
quently, as in “the man”, while long-range connections like
“either/or” are rarer. Second, rarer patterns are learned slowly
due to vanishing gradients (Appendix C).
represent sequences like “Socrates is mortal” be-
fore it can learn to represent the either/or relation
around it, building from short constituents to long.
This behavior is seen in shift-reduce parsers and
their neural derivatives like RNNGs.
Bottom-up training is not a given and must be
verified.5 However, if the hypothesis holds and
training builds syntactic patterns hierarchically, it
can lead to representations that are built hierarchi-
cally at inference time, reflecting linguistic struc-
ture, as we have seen. To test the idea of a com-
positional training process, we use synthetic data
that controls for the consistency and frequency of
longer-range relations. We find:
1. LSTMs trained with familiar intervening
spans have poor performance predicting long
distance dependents like “or” without famil-
iar intervening spans (Figure 7). This could
be explained by the idea that they never ac-
quire the either/or rule (instead memorizing
the entire sequence).
2. But in fact, the either/or rule is acquired
faster with familiar constituents, as is clear
even if the role of “either” is isolated (Fig-
ure 8).
3. The poor performance is instead connected
to high interdependence between “either” and
the intervening span (Figures 9 and 10).
4. Observations (2) and (3) support the idea
that acquisition is biased towards bottom-up
learning, using the constituent as a scaffold to
support the long-distance rule.
4.1 Training Procedure
We train our one-layer 200-dim LSTM with a
learning rate set at 1 throughout and gradients
clipped at 0.25. We found momentum and weight
decay to slow rule learning in this setting, so they
are not used.
4.2 Long Range Dependencies
First, we describe long-range rules whose acqui-
sition will illuminate compositional learning dy-
5In fact, learning simple rules early on might inhibit the
learning of more complex rules through gradient starvation
(Combes et al., 2018), in which more frequent features dom-
inate the gradient directed at rarer features. Shorter famil-
iar patterns could slow down the process for learning longer
range patterns by trapping the model in a local minimum
which makes the long-distance rule harder to reach.
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(a) unfamiliar-scaffold training set (b) familiar-scaffold training set
(c) out-domain test set (d) in-domain test set
Figure 6: Caricatured train and test datasets for exploring the effect of scaffold familiarity on learning longer
distance relations. We have highlighted rule boundaries α and ω in red, and scaffold q ∈ Qk in green.
namics. Consider how “either” predicts “or”, of-
ten interceded by a closed constituent. To learn
this rule, a language model must backpropagate
information from the occurrence of “or” through
the intervening span of words, which we will call a
scaffold. Perhaps the scaffold is recognizable as a
particular type of constituent: in “Either Socrates
is mortal or not”, “or” becomes predictable after a
constituent closes. But what if the scaffold is unfa-
miliar and its structure cannot be effectively repre-
sented by the model? For example, if the scaffold
includes unknown tokens: “Either slithy toves gyre
or not”. How will the gradient carried from “or” to
“either” be shaped according to the scaffold, and
how will the representation of that long-range con-
nection change accordingly?
A familiar scaffold like “Socrates is mortal”
could be used by a bottom-up training process as
a short constituent on which to build longer-range
representations, so the meaning of “Either” will
depend on a similar constituent. Conversely, if
training is not biased to be compositional, the con-
nection will be made regardless of the scaffold6,
so the rule will generalize to test data: “either”
will always predict “or”. This either/or association
might later develop a dependency on the interven-
ing span due to the nature of the data, but it will
initially learn to predict without such scaffolding.
We use a synthetic corpus to test these predictions.
In our synthetic corpus, we generate data uni-
6Such behavior does reflect another aspect of composi-
tionality, that of systematicity (Hupkes et al., 2020).
formly at random from a vocabulary Σ. We insert
n instances of the long-distance rule αΣkω, with
scaffold Σk of length k, open symbol α, and close
symbol ω, with α, ω 6∈ Σ (with α as “either” and
ω as “or”). Relating to our running example, α
stands for “either” and ω stands for “or”. We use
a corpus of 1m tokens with |Σ| = 1k types, which
leaves a low probability that any scaffold sequence
longer than 1 token appears elsewhere by chance.
4.3 The Effect of Scaffold Familiarity
To create a dataset of long-range connections with
predictable scaffolds, we modify the original syn-
thetic data (Figure 6a) so each scaffold appears
frequently outside of the α/ω rule (Figure 6b).
The scaffolds are sampled from a randomly gen-
erated vocabulary of 100 phrases of length k, so
each unique scaffold q appears in the training set
10 times in the context αqω. This repetition is nec-
essary in order to fit 1000 occurrences of the rule
in all settings.
In the familiar-scaffold setting, we randomly
distribute 1000 occurrences of each scaffold
throughout the corpus outside of the rule patterns.
Therefore each scaffold is seen often enough to
be memorized (see Appendix B). In the original
unfamiliar-scaffold setting, q appears only as a
scaffold, so it is not memorized independently.
We also use two distinct test sets. Our in-
domain test set (Figure 6d) uses the same set of
scaffolds as the train set. In Figure 7a, the model
learns to predict the close symbol faster if the scaf-
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(a) In-domain scaffold test setting (b) Random scaffold test setting
Figure 7: Mean marginal target probability of the close symbol in a rule. Solid lines are trained in the unfamiliar-
scaffold set, dashed lines on familiar-scaffold. Color is specified by scaffold length (k). Scale of y-axis is matched
among graphs.
folds are otherwise memorized. However, this ef-
fect may be due to vanishing gradients, discussed
below.
These familiar scaffolds do not teach the gen-
eral long distance dependency rule. If the test set
scaffolds are sampled uniformly at random (Fig-
ure 6c), Figure 7b shows that the familiar-scaffold
training setting never teaches the model to gener-
alize the α/ω rule. For a model trained on the fa-
miliar domain, a familiar scaffold is required to
predict the close symbol.
Vanishing Gradients: A familiar intervening
span is predictably a less effective scaffold, be-
cause the familiarity will limit longer distance in-
formation due to vanishing gradients. Consider in
a simple RNN, as the gradient of the error et at











The backpropagated message is multiplied repeat-
edly by the gradient at each timestep in the scaf-
fold. If the recurrence derivatives ∂hi+1∂hi are large





at that parameter. In other words, an unpredictable
scaffold associated with a high error will domi-
nate the gradient’s sum over recurrences, delaying
the acquisition of the symbol-matching rule. In
the case of an LSTM, Kanuparthi et al. (2018) ex-
pressed the backpropagated gradient as an iterated
addition of the error from each timestep, leading
to a similar effect.
Figure 8: Mean target probability of ω at its correct
timestep based on CD with α in focus, on out-domain
test set. Solid lines are trained in the unfamiliar-
scaffold set, dashed lines on familiar-scaffold.
See Appendix C for confirmation of the differ-
ence in gradients between familiar and unfamiliar
scaffolds. The speed of acquisition of the depen-
dency rule in a familiar-scaffold training environ-
ment therefore has an explanation other than hier-
archical composition. Therefore, in order to con-
firm our proposed compositional bias, we observe
the interactions between scaffold and superstruc-
ture (long distance dependency) using DI.
4.3.1 Isolating the Effect of the Open-Symbol
Raw predictions in the out-domain test setting ap-
pear to suggest that the familiar-scaffold training
setting fails to teach the model to associate α and
ω. However, the changing domain makes this an
unfair assertion: the poor performance may be at-
tributed to wholesale memorization of αq. To il-
lustrate that the rule is learned regardless of train-
ing scaffolds, we use CD to isolate the contribu-
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Figure 9: The predicted P (xt = ω|xt−k . . . xt−k+i)
according to CD, varying i as the x-axis and with
xt−k = α and k = 8. Solid lines are trained in
the unfamiliar-scaffold set, dashed lines on familiar-
scaffold.
tions of the open symbol in the out-domain test
setting (Figure 8). Furthermore, we confirm that
the familiar-scaffold training setting enables ear-
lier acquisition of this rule.
To what, then, can we attribute the failure to
generalize out-domain? Figure 9 illustrates how
the unfamiliar-scaffold model predicts the close
symbol ω with high probability based only on the
contributions of the open symbol α. Meanwhile,
the familiar-scaffold model probability increases
substantially with each symbol consumed until the
end of the scaffold, indicating that the model is re-
lying on interactions between the open symbol and
the scaffold rather than registering only the effect
of the open symbol. Note that this effect cannot
be because the scaffold is more predictive of ω.
Because each scaffold appears frequently outside
of the specific context of the rule in the familiar-
scaffold setting, the scaffold is less predictive of ω
based on distribution alone.
These results indicate that predictable patterns
play a vital role in shaping the representations of
symbols around them by composing in a way that
cannot be easily linearized as a sum of the compo-
nent parts. In particular, as seen in Figure 10, the
DI between open symbol and scaffold is substan-
tially higher for the familiar-setting model and in-
creases throughout training. Long-range connec-
tions are not learned independently from scaffold
representations, but are built compositionally us-
ing already-familiar shorter subsequences as scaf-
folding.
Figure 10: Mean DI(α, scaffold) on the in-domain test
set. Solid lines are trained in the unfamiliar-scaffold
set, dashed lines on familiar-scaffold.
5 Discussion & Related Work
Humans learn by memorizing short rote phrases
and later mastering the ability to construct deep
syntactic trees from them (Lieven and Tomasello,
2008). LSTM models learn by backpropagation
through time, which is unlikely to lead to the same
inductive biases, the assumptions that define how
the model generalizes from its training data. It
may not be expected for an LSTM to exhibit sim-
ilarly compositional learning behavior by build-
ing longer constituents out of shorter ones during
training, but we present evidence in favor of such
learning dynamics.
LSTMs have the theoretical capacity to encode
a wide range of context-sensitive languages, but
in practice their ability to learn such rules from
data is limited (Weiss et al., 2018). Empirically,
LSTMs encode the most recent noun as the subject
of a verb by default, but they are still capable of
learning to encode grammatical inflection from the
first word in a sequence rather than the most recent
(Ravfogel et al., 2019). Therefore, while inductive
biases inherent to the model play a critical role in
the ability of an LSTM to learn effectively, they
are neither necessary nor sufficient in determining
what the model can learn. Hierarchical linguistic
structure may be learned from data alone, or be
a natural product of the training process, with nei-
ther hypothesis a foregone conclusion. We provide
a more precise lens on how LSTM training is itself
compositional, beyond the properties of data.
There is a limited literature on compositionality
as an inductive bias of neural networks. Saxe et al.
(2019) explored how hierarchical ontologies are
learned by following their tree structure in 2-layer
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feedforward networks. LSTMs also take advan-
tage of some inherent trait of language (Liu et al.,
2018) . The compositional training we have ex-
plored may be the mechanism behind this biased
representational power.
Synthetic data, meanwhile, has formed the ba-
sis for analyzing the inductive biases of neu-
ral networks and their capacity to learn compo-
sitional rules. Common synthetic datasets in-
clude the Dyck languages (Suzgun et al., 2019;
Skachkova et al., 2018), SPk (Mahalunkar and
Kelleher, 2019), synthetic variants of natural lan-
guage (Ravfogel et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2018), and
others (Mul and Zuidema, 2019; Liška et al., 2018;
Korrel et al., 2019). Unlike these works, our syn-
thetic task is not designed primarily to test the bi-
ases of the neural network or to improve its per-
formance in a restricted setting, but to investigate
the internal behavior of an LSTM in response to
memorization.
Investigations into learning dynamics like ours
may offer insight into selecting training curricula.
The application of a curriculum is based on the
often unspoken assumption that the representation
of a complex pattern can be reached more easily
from a simpler pattern. However, we find that
effectively representing shorter scaffolds actually
makes a language model less effective at general-
izing a long-range rule, as found by Zhang et al.
(2018). This less generalizable representation is
still learned faster, which may be why Zhang et al.
(2017) found higher performance after one epoch.
Our work suggests that measures of length, includ-
ing syntactic depth, may be inappropriate bases for
curriculum learning.
6 Future Work
While we hope to isolate the role of long range de-
pendencies through synthetic data, we must con-
sider the possibility that the natural predictabil-
ity of language data differs in relevant ways from
the synthetic data, in which the scaffolds are pre-
dictable only through pure memorization. Be-
cause LSTM models take advantage of linguistic
structure, we cannot be confident that predictable
natural language exhibits the same cell state dy-
namics that make a memorized scaffold promote
or inhibit long-range rule learning. Future work
could test our findings on the learning process
through carefully selected natural language, rather
than synthetic, data.
Our natural language results could lead to DI as
a structural probe for testing syntax. Such a probe
can be computed directly from an LSTM without
learning additional parameters as required in other
methods (Hewitt and Manning, 2019). In this way,
it is similar to the probes that have been developed
using attention distributions (Clark et al., 2019).
By computing associations naturally through DI,
we can even escape the need to augment models
with attention just to permit analysis, as Kuncoro
et al. (2017).
Some effects on our natural language experi-
ments may be due to the predictable nature of En-
glish syntax, which favors right-branching behav-
ior. Future work could apply similar analysis to
other languages with different grammatical word
orders.
7 Conclusions
Using our proposed tool of Decompositional In-
terdependence, we illustrate how information ex-
changed between words aligns roughly with syn-
tactic structure, indicating LSTMs compose mean-
ing bottom-up. Synthetic experiments then illus-
trate that a memorized span intervening between
a long distance dependency promotes early learn-
ing of the dependency rule, but fails to generalize
to new domains, implying that these memorized
spans are used as scaffolding in a bottom-up learn-
ing process.
This combination of behaviors is similar to
a syntactic language model, suggesting that the
LSTM’s demonstrated inductive bias towards hi-
erarchical structures is implicitly aligned with our
understanding of language and emerges from its
natural learning process.
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A Details of Contextual Decomposition
For an output hidden state vector ht, CD will de-




h ≈ htβ + htβ̄;βÓβ̄
This decomposed form is achieved by lineariz-
ing the contribution of the words in focus at each
gate. This is necessarily approximate, because the
internal gating mechanisms in an LSTM each em-
ploy a nonlinear activation function, either σ or
tanh. Murdoch et al. (2018) use a linearized ap-
proximation Lσ for σ and linearized approxima-









These approximations are then used to split
each gate into components contributed by the pre-
vious hidden state ht−1 and by the current input




≈ Lσ(Wixt) + Lσ(Vtht−1) + Lσ(bi)
The linear form Lσ is achieved by computing
the Shapley value (Shapley, 1953) of its param-
eter, defined as the average difference resulting
from excluding the parameter, over all possible
permutations of the input summants. To apply
Formula 4 to σ(y1 + y2) for a linear approxima-





With this function, we can take a hidden
state from the previous timestep, decomposed as
ht−1 ≈ ht−1β + h
t−1
β̄;βÓβ̄
and add xt to the appro-
priate component. For example, if xt is in focus,
we count it in the relevant function inputs when













= itβ + i
t
β̄;βÓβ̄
This provides an expression of the approximate
input gate as the sum of relevant and irrelevant
components. By ignoring the irrelevant compo-
nents while computing the module output ht, we
produce htβ . Thus we linearize and isolate the ef-
fect of β.
B The Effect of Rule Frequency and
Length
Here, we investigate how the frequency of a rule
affects the ability of the model to learn the rule by
varying the number of rule occurrences n and the
rule length k.
The results in Figure 11 illustrate how a longer
scaffold length requires more examples before the
model can learn the corresponding rule. We con-
sider the probability assigned to the close symbol
according to the contributions of the open sym-
bol, excluding interaction from any other token in
the sequence. For contrast, we also show the ex-
tremely low probability assigned to the close sym-
bol according to the contributions of the scaffold
taken as an entire phrase. In particular, note the
pattern when the rule is extremely rare: The prob-
ability of the close symbol β as determined by the
open symbol α is low but steady, while the proba-
bility as determined by the scaffold declines with
scaffold length due to the accumulated low proba-
bilities from each element in the sequence.
C Smaller scaffold gradient, faster rule
learning
Figure 12 confirms that a predictable scaffold is
associated with a smaller error gradient. Because
of the mechanics of backpropagation through time
next described, this setting will teach the α/ω rule
faster.
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Figure 11: The predicted probability P (xt = ω), according to the contributions of open symbol xt−k = α and of
the scaffold sequence xt−k+1 . . . xt−1, for various rule occurrence counts n. Shown at 40 epochs.
Figure 12: Average gradient magnitude ∆Et+−k+d,
varying d up to the length of the scaffold. Solid lines
are the unpredictable scaffold setting, dashed lines are
the predictable scaffold setting.
